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A TORELLI THEOREM 

FOR SIMPLY CONNECTED ELLIPTIC SURFACES 

WITH A SECTION AND pg > 2 

BY K. CHAKIRIS 

0. The purpose of this note is to announce some recent results on the 
period mapping for simply connected elliptic surfaces with a section and p > 2. 
Among other things, we are able to prove the period mapping for such surfaces 
has degree one, that is to say, it is generically injective. In the terminology of 
[C, G], this is called the weak global Torelli theorem. In order to make a pre
cise statement of our results, we must introduce some notation. 

1. Let F be a surface with at most rational double points, V —• V its 
minimal resolution; let \p: V—• Pj be a proper analytic map, whose generic 
fibre is a smooth elliptic curve. Let Cu = ^ - 1 ( t t ) , ty = & ° o, and C„ = i//_1(w). 
Assume 3s B s: Pj —• F is a section of V—• P1, and that V is smooth along 
<Pj); let 5"be the corresponding section_of V—+*i. Now assume Pg(V) = 
n > 1, and F is a minimal surface; J • Cu = 1, ~s2 = ~(n + 1), C2

U = 0. F-—* 
Pj is called an elliptic fibration with a section (see [K] ). We also require that 
o(D) = a point for all irreducible curves D C V, with J • D = 0 = Cu • D. 

Let H2(V; Z)0 = (Zc^CJ + Z • qCö)1 , where ct(D) denotes the 1st 
Chern class of a divisor; this is an orthogonal direct summand of H2(V\ Z) and 
hence must be a unimodular lattice. It is uniquely characterized by the integer n\ 
fix a copy and call it H; set A = H 0 (Zc 4- Zs), where c • H = s • H = 0, c2 = 0, 
s- c = l , s 2 =-(n + 1). 

Let y: ffi(V\Z) —• A be an isomorphism of unimodular lattices (^(^(C^)) 
= c, ip(ct(J)) = s, ip(c1(Ky)) = (n - 1) • c where Ky is the canonical divisor, 
and hence \pQp(y\ Z)0) = H. Following [P-S, Saf], we will call ^ a marking, 
and the pair (V, y) 2L marked surface of type (ƒƒ, A, <?, s). Let Lv C H2(V; Z)0 

be the euclidean sublattice generated by all elements of the form cx(D), D>0, 
o(D) - a point; and let Hv -(LV)L\LV is negative definite. For any euclidean 
lattice E, we let 0(E) be the orthogonal group of E.l This is a linear algebraic group 
defined over Q; let 0(E)Z = {g e 0(£)R fetf = £}. For any aEE,a2 = -2 , let 
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Sa G 0{E)Z be the reflection defined by Sa(P) = 0 + (a • 0)a, V/3 G E; and let 
9Î (JE) C 0(ü)z be the subgroup generated by the reflections. 

Let (T., ty), / = 1, 2, be two marked surfaces, ƒ: Vx —+ V2 an isomor
phism,/ its unique lift to Vt —>V2. Assume that 3g G 31(1), 3 ^ o ƒ * = 
g ° ip2, where J is the obvious extension of g to A; then we say that the marked 
surfaces are equivalent, (Vl9 ^t) ~ (K2, </?2). 

£ef J = J(ft A, c, s) &e tfœ sef o/ marked surfaces of type (ƒƒ, A, c, s), 
modulo this equivalence. Let T = 0(H)Z, we define an action of T on J by: 
7' (V> tp) = (V,y ° y), where 7 G r , and 7 is its extension to A, defined by 
y(c) = c, y(s) = 5. 

It can be shown that J is a smooth analytic space, r acts properly discon-
tinuously on J, and J/T = M is irreducible.2 Moreover, if n > 2 then for 
marked surfaces (Vi9 ty), 1" = 1, 2: 3/, Fj —• V2, 3 f is a birational isomorphism 
with/(Sj) = s2 iff 37 G r , such that y ' (V19 <^) - (K2, <p2). 

2. Let Gr(«, # c ) be the Grassmannian of «-planes in / / c ; £ G Gr(«, Hc) corre
sponding to the «-plane F(£) C Hc. Following Griffiths [G], let D(H) = ft G 
Gr(w, //C) |W • u = 0, Vw, v G F(£)} ; let £(#) = të ^ #(#)lâ • w > 0, Vw G 
F(|) - {0}}. D(H) is an open subset of D(H)9 homogeneous under the action of 
0(H)R ; T acts properly discontinuously on D(ff). Let z — (V, y) G J be a 
marked surface; and#2 , 0(F) CH2(V, C) be the subspace corresponding to holomor-
phic (2, 0) forms. Let </?: lfi(V9C) —• Ac also denote the extension of y to 
Jffi(V, C); clearly ^ff"°(V)) C # c , since «^(c ) , ^_ 1(5) b o t h correspond to 
algebraic cycles. Define $(z) = £ G Z>(#) by tpÇffi^iV)) = F(£); clearly $(7 • 2) 
= 7 ' <W?). 

By fundamental results of Griffiths, 3> is holomorphic. Let us assume 
« > 2 . 

MAIN THEOREM. There is a T-invariant dense open subset of J on which 
4> is injective. 

REMARK. This is equivalent to a "degree one" statement. 
Following the philosophy in [P-S, Saf], the essential idea is to reduce the 

problem to a "special" sublocus of J. 

3. Let (V, v?) G J, assume n > 2, then the elliptic fïbration \jj: V—» ?1 is 
uniquely determined. Let Cfll, . . . , Cflf. be the singular fibres of \p, so that Cu 

is smooth Vu G ?[ = ?x - {^, . . . , j r } ; choose a G Pj, and Cj, e2 GHt(Ca9 Z), 
£j • e2 = 1. Let rt be a local parameter at a(9 the loop 7: [0, 1 ] —• P't defined 
by r/CK0) = eexp{2mt} defines a conjugacy class in ^ ( P j , 0), any member of 

2 It follows from the work of Kas that M is irreducible. 
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which will be referred to as a positive loop about av Let T: 7rx(Pj, a) —• 
SL(2, Z) be the monodromy of V —• P t, corresponding to the choice of a, and 
ev e2. For w G SL(2, Z), we let [w] denote its conjugacy class; Ca. is said to 
be of type [w] if: T(y) = [w] for any positive loop y about a{ (see [M] ). 

We will call (V, <p) a special elliptic surface if TÇir^, a)) C {±12}, ^ = 
(J5). Let Jj = {z G J|z = (F, <p) is a special elliptic surface}. One can show 
that Jj is a smooth analytic subvariety of J, invariant under T, and J t /r is ir
reducible. These surfaces will play a role similar to the one played by special 
Kummer surfaces in [P-S, Sâf] ; with one major exception: they will not be a 
dense subset. 

4. Let $! : J/r —• D/T be the map induced by J - ^ A £> = £)(//), 
7T: D —• D/T the qt. map. Assume there is a compact projective variety Y, divi
sors, E\ E" C y, a proper surjective map g: Y - E' - E"—+ M = J/r; the 
map ƒ = 4>j o g- extends to a proper holomorphic map fvfx'- Y - E" —* Z)/r. 
Moreover, assume f~l(31IY) is quasi-projective. This will all hold in our situation, 
due to the construction of M as a quotient of an open subset of a suitable Hubert 
scheme; together with the results of [G]. Let Z C Jx be an irreducible component, 
then we may write 

i ( J ) D *(J) D $(J)"-JV, $(Z) 3 $(Z) D ^Z)-Nx 

where $(J), $(Z),N, Nx are all closed analytic subvarieties of D (see [G]). 
Consider the following statements: 
(a) (d$)z is injective at each z G Z, 
(b) *-1(*(Z))ç LWrZ, 
(c) ^/Z: Z —> $(Z) is injective, 

(d) {7eri7(Z) = z} = {r€ri7*®n*(Z) = *(Z)}, 
(e) « ( ^ ^ i r - H / i ^ ' - O ) . 
The following is not difficult to prove; 

LEMMA, (a)-(e) imply the main theorem. 

Let us make some remarks concerning the proofs of (a)—(d). 
(a) This may be proven by using the techniques of [Kiî]. 
(b) This is proven by the same methods used by [P-S, Sâf] to characterize 

special Kummer surfaces, by means of their lattice of algebraic cycles. 
(c) and (d) are reduced to the Torelli theorem for hyperelliptic curves, by 

means of the results contained in [B]. The idea of using the results in [B] may 
also be found in [P-S, Saf], however we use them somewhat differently. In order 
to understand our method of dealing with statement (e), we need to introduce 
some definitions. 
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By a degeneration of elliptic fibrations with section we will mean the fol
lowing: 

(i) connected analytic spaces I/, V, dimcl/ = 3, dimcP = 2, proper maps, 
^ , p, p, making the following diagram commute. 

1/ >V 

/ ' , 
D€= { r G C ' l l r K e } 

Set Fj = p -1(0> A, = p_1(0> A, i s assumed to be connected, Vf ^ 0; the 
generic fibre of ^ is a smooth elliptic curve. 

(ii) Vt, W =£ 0, has at most rational double points; V ~ A0 is smooth. 
(iii) There is a holomorphic map s: P—• 1/ with \^ o 5 = idp, i.e. a sec

tion. We will restrict our attention to the case where A, = P,, \/t =£ 0. Let P 
t p2 i ' 

denote the double covering of the Hirzebruch surface 22 —• P2 branched along 
5 G 13$^ + 5 | , where 5^ is the unique section of p2 with 5^= -2 , and S ~ S^ 
+ 2F, F ~ p~l(u); we require S^ to be an isolated component of B, thereby 
occurring with multiplicity 3. Let 

be the fibration induced by p2, sp the section defined by S C B. Each fibre of 
^p is a rational curve with a cusp, whose singularity has the form z2 = y3. P, 
together with its fibration, will be called a connecting component. The degenera
tion of elliptic fibrations with section 

1/ >D 

for which \J /De - {0} has trivial monodromy as a fibration of surfaces with 
rational double points, will be called stable if the following holds: 

(1) A0 has only ordinary nodes, and p vanishes to multiplicity one on each 
component of A0. Set A0 = (J Ti9 each rf s ?x, and Xt = ^ ~ l (IV). Each Xi oc
curs with multiplicity one. 

(2) Each fibre of ^ , when reduced, is an irreducible curve. Set Cu = 
^ _ 1 ( M ) , VW G p; 1/ is smooth along s(£>). 

(3) If the generic fibres of ATf —> Tt and X;- —» r;- are smooth then I\ O 
r,-=0. 
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(4) If the generic fibre of Xt —> r , is smooth, A0 - Tt n I\ = {qt, . . . , 
qt}9 we let ji- be the number of singular fibres of Xt\v.__ {q1,...,ql}, properly 
counted. If the generic fibre of Xt —•> 1̂  is singular, set ixt = 0. We require that 
2, /x; = 12(/i + 1), where pg(VtQ)=n, t0 ± 0.3 

(5) If the generic fibre of Xt —* 1̂  is smooth, and Pg(Xt) = 0 then I\ 
meets at least two other components of AQ ; if 1̂  meets exactly two other com
ponents, then /xf > 0. 

(6) If the generic fibre of Xk —• Tk is singular, then Xk is a connecting 
component and rk meets exactly two other components of A0, Tk*9 rk». Set 
{q} = I \ ' n rfc, fa"} = I\» n r^, then the generic fibres of X^ —> IV, 
Xk» —• rk» are smooth; and let Cq> be of type [wx], Cq» of type [w2]. Let 
wf. = s/Ai9 i = 1, 2 be their Jordan decomposition into semisimple and unipotent 
elements, st semisimple, u. unipotent. Then, ut ¥= 1 iff u2 41 1; and [s^1] = 

THEOREM (STABLE REDUCTION). Let I/, P eft?, be a degeneration of el
liptic fibrations with section, such that V\D*, D'€= D€~ {0} has trivial monodromy 
asafibration of surfaces with rational double points, then after a base extension 
<p: D€l —• De, (/ x D€l is D€l-birationally equivalent to a stable degneration. 

This theorem is the key element in obtaining a proof of statement (e), above. 
To use it, we let the Y, used to dominate M, be obtained from a certain Hubert 
scheme, X —>Yihe universal surface over Y, the fibres of K\Y-Ef -E" being el
liptic surfaces with at most rational double points E' -E" =EX U • • • U Em U E, 
where Xl^. has only fibres which fulfill properties (1)—(6) above, and fx(E) C 
Uy f i (Ej). Due to properties (1)—(6), if we let E be any one of the Et, 3 euclidean 
sublattices H-CH, 1 < ƒ < r each H* having a nonzero even number of positive 
eigenvalues, (H1 + • • + Hr)

L being negative definite, Hj C Hj Vi¥=j; and a 

holomorphic map of D/T - ^ D/T, where D = II. D(H^, F = UO(H.)z, F induced 
by the inclusion (Ht + • • • + Hr) C H. Moreover, F(D/F) D fx(E). 

Let r z = {y G T\y(Z) = Z} ; AR(TZ) its Zariski closure in 0(H)K\ then 
$(Z) C ir~1(f1(E)) implies that some conjugate of AR(TZ) must leave an ortho
gonal decomposition HK= H' + H", invariant, each H', H" having a nonzero 
number of positive eigenvalues. It may be verified that this is impossible. 
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